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s u m m a r y

Despite the increasing use of regional climate model (RCM) simulations in hydrological climate-change
impact studies, their application is challenging due to the risk of considerable biases. To deal with these
biases, several bias correction methods have been developed recently, ranging from simple scaling to
rather sophisticated approaches. This paper provides a review of available bias correction methods and
demonstrates how they can be used to correct for deviations in an ensemble of 11 different RCM-simu-
lated temperature and precipitation series. The performance of all methods was assessed in several ways:
At first, differently corrected RCM data was compared to observed climate data. The second evaluation
was based on the combined influence of corrected RCM-simulated temperature and precipitation on
hydrological simulations of monthly mean streamflow as well as spring and autumn flood peaks for five
catchments in Sweden under current (1961–1990) climate conditions. Finally, the impact on hydrological
simulations based on projected future (2021–2050) climate conditions was compared for the different
bias correction methods. Improvement of uncorrected RCM climate variables was achieved with all bias
correction approaches. While all methods were able to correct the mean values, there were clear differ-
ences in their ability to correct other statistical properties such as standard deviation or percentiles. Sim-
ulated streamflow characteristics were sensitive to the quality of driving input data: Simulations driven
with bias-corrected RCM variables fitted observed values better than simulations forced with uncorrected
RCM climate variables and had more narrow variability bounds.

! 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The sensitivity of regional hydrology to variable climate condi-
tions makes climate-change projections essential for the assess-
ment of future variations in the hydrologic cycle. A common
method to estimate future climate-change impacts on hydrology
involves climate variables (e.g., temperature, water vapor and pre-
cipitation) from global climate models (GCMs) in combination with
hydrological models. For regional impact studies, however, the
GCM resolution of approximately 100–250 km is inadequate,
because it is lacking detailed regional information which is needed
to resolve features at the catchment scale (Fowler et al., 2007;
Grotch and MacCracken, 1991; IPCC, 2007; Salathé, 2003). Progress
in regional climate models (RCMs) has recently made the use of
RCM simulations as a basis for hydrological studies more attrac-
tive. RCMs transfer the large-scale information from GCMs to
scales (25–50 km), which are closer to the catchment scale.
Although RCMs simulate hydrological components such as surface

and subsurface runoff in addition to climate variables, these
simulations do not often agree with streamflow observations
(Teutschbein and Seibert, 2010) and, thus, might not be directly
useful for assessing hydrological impacts at the catchment scale
(Bergström et al., 2001; Graham et al., 2007a, 2007b). For that rea-
son, hydrological variables from RCMs are rarely used directly. In-
stead, the RCM-simulated climate variables such as temperature
and precipitation are used in an offline mode to force hydrological
models, which then allows streamflow simulations to be carried
out.

However, also RCM simulations of temperature and precipita-
tion must be handled with caution as they often show significant
biases (Christensen et al., 2008; Teutschbein and Seibert, 2010;
Varis et al., 2004). The reasons for such biases include systematic
model errors caused by imperfect conceptualization, discretization
and spatial averaging within grid cells. This makes the use of RCM
simulations as direct input data for hydrological impact studies
more complicated. One recommendation is to use an ensemble of
RCM simulations (Déqué et al., 2007; Giorgi, 2006; Teutschbein
and Seibert, 2010) together with bias correction methods. Bias cor-
rection methods are applied to help remedy the various problems
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[1] Bias-correction methods applied to monthly temperature and precipitation data
simulated by multiple General Circulation Models (GCMs) are evaluated in this study.
Although various methods have been proposed recently, an intercomparison among them
using multiple GCM simulations has seldom been reported. Moreover, no previous
methods have addressed the issue how to adequately deal with the changes of the statistics
of bias-corrected variables from the historical to future simulations. In this study, a new
method which conserves the changes of mean and standard deviation of the uncorrected
model simulation data is proposed, and then five previous bias-correction methods as
well as the proposed new method are intercompared by applying them to monthly
temperature and precipitation data simulated from 12 GCMs in the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) archives. Parameters of each method are calibrated by
using 1948–1972 observed data and validated in the 1974–1998 period. These methods are
then applied to the GCM future simulations (2073–2097) and the bias-corrected data are
intercompared. For the historical simulations, negligible difference can be found between
observed and bias-corrected data. However, the differences in future simulations are
large dependent on the characteristics of each method. The new method successfully
conserves the changes in the mean, standard deviation and the coefficient of variation
before and after bias-correction. The differences of bias-corrected data among methods
are discussed according to their respective characteristics. Importantly, this study
classifies available correction methods into two distinct categories, and articulates
important features for each of them.

Citation: Watanabe, S., S. Kanae, S. Seto, P. J.-F. Yeh, Y. Hirabayashi, and T. Oki (2012), Intercomparison of bias-correction
methods for monthly temperature and precipitation simulated by multiple climate models, J. Geophys. Res., 117, D23114,
doi:10.1029/2012JD018192.

1. Introduction

[2] The procedures for correcting biases in the General
Circulation Model (GCM) simulations (“bias-correction”)
are important. The impacts of changing climate on the
Earth’s environment are of increasing interest, and GCMs
have enabled the projections of future climate change
caused by natural variability or anthropogenic activities

[Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
2007]. Despite continuous efforts to improve GCM’s capa-
bility of simulating historical climates, the use of bias-
correction methods is essential for the impact assessment
studies of climate change. This importance was described in
the special report of the IPCC [Seneviratne et al., 2012].
[3] In assessing potential hydrologic impacts of climate

change [e.g., Arnell, 2004; Oki and Kanae, 2006], a suitable
correction of biases in climate model projected temperature
(Ta) and precipitation (Pr) is the principal focus due to its
significant influence on the hydrologic response. For exam-
ple, Lehner et al. [2006] assessed the impacts of global cli-
mate change on the risk of flood and drought by applying a
hydrologic model forced with the bias-corrected atmospheric
data. Dettinger et al. [2004] investigated the impacts of cli-
mate change on river flow in the Sierra Nevada of California
by using bias-corrected Ta and Pr data from GCM simula-
tions. Bias-correction methods were also applied to Ta and/or
Pr data of River Thames [Diaz-Nieto and Wilby, 2005],
Mekong River basin [Kiem et al., 2008], and Tone River
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Abstract Global and regional climate change assessments rely heavily on the general circulation model
(GCM) outputs such as provided by the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5). Here we
evaluate the ability of 25 CMIP5 GCMs to simulate historical precipitation and temperature over central Africa
and assess their future projections in the context of historical performance and intermodel and future emission
scenario uncertainties. We then apply a statistical bias correction technique to the monthly climate fields
and develop monthly downscaled fields for the period of 1948–2099. The bias-corrected and downscaled data
set is constructed by combining a suite of global observation and reanalysis-based data sets, with the monthly
GCM outputs for the 20th century, and 21st century projections for the medium mitigation (representative
concentration pathway (RCP)45) and high emission (RCP85) scenarios. Overall, the CMIP5 models simulate
temperature better than precipitation, but substantial spatial heterogeneity exists. Many models show limited
skill in simulating the seasonality, spatial patterns, and magnitude of precipitation. Temperature projections by
the end of the 21st century (2070–2099) show a robust warming between 2 and 4°C across models, whereas
precipitation projections vary across models in the sign and magnitude of change (!9% to 27%). Projected
increase in precipitation for a subset of models (single model ensemble (SME)) identified based on performance
metrics and causal mechanisms are slightly higher compared to the full multimodel ensemble (MME) mean;
however, temperature projections are similar between the two ensemblemeans. For the near-term (2021–2050),
neither the historical performance nor choice of models is related to the precipitation projections, indicating that
natural variability dominated any signal. With fewer models, the “blind” MME approach will have larger
uncertainties in future precipitation projections compared to projections by the SME models. We propose
the latter a better approach in regions that lack quality climate observations. Our analyses also show that the
choice of model and emission scenario dominate the uncertainty in precipitation projections, whereas the
emission scenario dominates the temperature projections. Although our analyses are done for central Africa, the
final Bias-Corrected Spatially Downscaled data set is available for global land areas. The framework for climate
change assessment and the data will be useful for a variety of climate assessment, impact, and adaptation studies.

1. Introduction

Adapting to variability and change in climate is one of the challenges that countries in sub-Saharan Africa face
in the 21st century [Boko et al., 2007; Collier et al., 2008]. This challenge arises, in part, from the need to respond
to the potentially detrimental effects of climate change on freshwater availability, food production, and other
ecosystem services [Bruinsma, 2003; Lobell et al., 2008; Nkem et al., 2010;Wilkie et al., 1999]. The continent is also
important because of the tropical rainforests in central Africa (CA) that are a large carbon sink and play a role in
mediating the impact of greenhouse gas emissions [Baccini et al., 2008; Fisher et al., 2013].

The climate of CA is complex. Processes that modulate precipitation over the region include isolated convec-
tion cells to mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) that span a range of spatial and temporal scales and inter-
act with regional and global circulatory patterns [Houze, 2004; Jackson et al., 2009; Laing and Fritsch, 1993;
Pearson et al., 2014]. Another phenomena that characterize the region is the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) where the warm and moist trade winds converge to form a zone of increased convection and
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Selecting representative climate models for climate change
impact studies: an advanced envelope-based selection

approach
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ABSTRACT: Climate change impact studies depend on projections of future climate provided by climate models. The number
of climate models is large and increasing, yet limitations in computational capacity make it necessary to compromise the
number of climate models that can be included in a climate change impact study. The selection of climate models is not
straightforward and can be done by following different methods. Usually, the selection is either based on the entire range of
changes in climatic variables as projected by the total ensemble of available climate models or on the skill of climate models
to simulate past climate. The present study combines these approaches in a three-step sequential climate model selection
procedure: (1) initial selection of climate models based on the range of projected changes in climatic means, (2) refined
selection based on the range of projected changes in climatic extremes and (3) final selection based on the climate model
skill to simulate past climate. This procedure is illustrated for a study area covering the Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra
river basins. Subsequently, the changes in climate between 1971–2000 and 2071–2100 are analysed, showing that the future
climate projections in this area are highly uncertain but that changes are imminent.

KEY WORDS GCM; climate model selection; climate change impact studies; climate model ensemble; Indus; Ganges;
Brahmaputra
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1. Introduction

Climate change impact studies depend on projections of
future climate provided by climate models. Due to their
coarse spatial resolution, outputs from general circulation
models (GCMs) are usually directly downscaled to higher
resolution using empirical–statistical downscaling meth-
ods or are used as boundary conditions for regional climate
models (RCMs), with their outputs being subsequently
downscaled to a higher resolution. The downscaled out-
puts are then used to assess future climatic changes and
to drive other sector-specific models for climate change
impact studies. Outcomes from these studies are used
by policymakers to support decisions on climate change
adaptation measures.

The number of GCMs available for climate change
projections is increasing rapidly. For example, the Cou-
pled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3)
archive (Meehl et al., 2007), which was used for the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) fourth
Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007), contains outputs from

* Correspondence to: A. F. Lutz, FutureWater, Costerweg 1V, 6702 AA,
Wageningen, The Netherlands. E-mail: a.lutz@futurewater.nl

25 different GCMs, whereas the CMIP5 archive (Taylor
et al., 2012), which was used for the fifth IPCC Assess-
ment Report (IPCC, 2013), contains outputs from 61 dif-
ferent GCMs. These GCMs often have multiple ensemble
members, resulting in an even larger number of available
model runs.

Despite improvements in the CMIP5 models compared
to CMIP3 in terms of process representation (e.g. Blázquez
and Nuñez, 2013; Sperber et al., 2013), uncertainty about
the future climate remains large (e.g. Knutti and Sedláček,
2012) and even increases locally with the larger number
of models available (e.g. Joetzjer et al., 2013; Lutz et al.,
2013). Considering the large number of available climate
models and constraints in the available computational and
human resources, detailed climate change impact studies
cannot include all projections. In practice, one climate
model or a small ensemble of climate models is selected
for the assessment. Despite the importance of using an
ensemble that is representative of the region of interest and
shows the full uncertainty range, the selection of models to
be included in the ensemble is not straightforward and can
be based on multiple criteria.

Climate models are often selected based on their skill
to simulate the present and near-past climate (e.g. Pierce

© 2016 The Authors. International Journal of Climatology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of the Royal Meteorological Society.
This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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